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About iNC Digital Media:

iNC Digital Media is an independent 
digital media advertising agency with 
expertise in media buying, planning, and 
creative design. They are dedicated to 
connecting clients with new customers 
while delivering results in a way that’s 
simple, scalable, and trackable using 
sophisticated, proprietary, and highly 
innovative technology. iNC demystifies 
the digital landscape using best-in-field 
experts to generate greater return for 
their clients. 

THE CHALLENGE
Prior to partnering with Delacon and TapClicks, iNC didn’t 
have a platform in place that offered holistic phone call 
activity and conversion metrics to clients.

As a digital media advertising agency, it was imperative that iNC 
deliver a broad range of trackable marketing metrics, including 
phone call tracking. 

iNC wanted to provide clients with a platform to listen to and 
categorize phone calls and assess which calls had the highest 
success rate. iNC also wanted to offer insights into which specific 
keywords and website activity led customers to make a phone 
call and, ultimately, a sale. 

Beyond phone call tracking, iNC needed a dashboard that 
helped their clients see all marketing data in one place, including 
campaign analytics from social media, Google ads, and all 
other advertising metrics. Having all campaign analytics in one 
easy to use dashboard would help iNC clients assess customer 
conversions and determine which marketing campaigns delivered 
the highest results.  
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About Delacon

Delacon is dedicated to providing world-
leading call tracking, call management, 
and speech analytics solutions. Delacon 
works with businesses, enterprises, 
agencies, and government organizations 
globally to measure advertising 
campaign performance and help 
clients confidently optimise campaigns. 
With over 20 years of expertise in 
telecommunications, and specialising in 
cloud-based technologies that improve 
business performance through in-depth 
call-data analysis, Delacon is a premier 
call tracking and speech analytics 
provider based in Australia.
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THE SOLUTION

“Clients can now log into the TapClicks dashboard to view phone call metrics from Delacon 
and assess insights from hundreds of other marketing channels in one place. Due to our 
ability to refine campaigns and conduct AB testing, most of our clients see an increase in 
sales and revenue very quickly after they’ve onboarded with us. TapClicks and Delacon are 
two critical tools we use for that purpose.” 

iNC partnered with Delacon and TapClicks to help their clients view all call reporting metrics in one place, along with 
other data sources.

Phone call-related performance data is pulled from Delacon into TapClick’s easy-to-use dashboard through an “Instant-On 
Connector” which helps iNC view both internal phone call metrics and provide call data to their client base. 

iNC clients now have access to a telecommunications platform that offers phone call recording, tracking, and performance 
information as well as intel on which keywords, website visits, and advertising campaigns led to a phone call or sale. 
Delacon’s call tracking, call management, and speech analytics solutions are easily accessible within the TapClicks 
dashboard, helping iNC clients listen to and categorize phone calls and assess which marketing campaigns deliver the 
highest return. 

Beyond phone calls, the TapClicks dashboard provides iNC clients with the opportunity to assess a broad range of 
marketing metrics, including social media advertising, Google Analytics, email marketing, and more. Assessing performance 
across several channels and understanding how social media, Google ads, and other campaigns lead to a successful sale is 
a powerful offering that helps set iNC apart when pitching clients. 
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TapClicks, Inc. is the leading provider of unified marketing operations, analytics and reporting solutions for media 
companies, digital marketing agencies, brands, franchises, and HIPAA covered entities. The TapClicks Marketing 
Operations Platform provides end-to-end business intelligence capabilities that include SEO, social and PPC reporting, 
automated order entry, set up and approval workflows, marketing performance analysis and the creation of interactive 
visual reports and presentations. TapClicks integrates more than 200 different data sources via its Connector Marketplace 
to provide marketers with the ability to analyze data from the full breadth of popular marketing and advertising tools used 
in the industry today.
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THE RESULT
As a result of iNC’s partnership with Delacon and TapClicks, iNC clients can now view a wide range of essential 
insights, including average call time, total number of calls, company name, client name, keywords, Google Ad 
campaigns leading to a phone call, and much more.

iNC clients can also listen to and assess phone call recordings, allowing for even more in-depth analysis. TapClicks designed 
the reporting tool so metrics can be displayed or hidden as needed, making it easy to format depending on the campaign. 
iNC clients can also sort metrics in ascending or descending order and display the data in a way that works best for their 
clients’ campaign goals. Additionally, iNC clients have the option to view key metrics in an automated report or through a 
live dashboard.

Beyond providing phone call and marketing metrics to their clients, iNC also uses the platform as an internal business 
intelligence tool to assess conversions and ad operations. Due to the ability to conduct conditional calculations within the 
TapClicks dashboard, iNC assesses Delacon phone call tracking internally to produce bespoke reporting each month. 

TapClicks has provided iNC clients with a scalable, easy-to-use, SaaS dashboard solution that empowers them to make 
make insightful marketing decisions by viewing all phone call tracking data from Delacon in one easy to use platform. By 
collecting both web and call data in one system, iNC clients can now effectively analyze their online campaign performance 
and make informed marketing decisions that generate a higher return on investment for their clients. 

– Tasha Velican, Analytics Director, iNC Digital Media 
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